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Abstract

Our method for information retrieval uses Robertson's 2-poisson model which is one type of probablistic ap-

proach. This method achieved a comparatively high score in TREC. In the NTCIR contest, we designed systems

that could be used for adhoc retrieval and cross-lingual task. This paper explains the systems.
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1 Introduction

Information retrieval (IR) has become an increas-

ingly important area of research due to the rapid

growth of the Internet. This paper describes our

teams' involvement in the NTCIR contest.

In the NTCIR contest1, our team participated in

three tasks: an adhoc retrieval task, a cross lingual

retrieval task, and an automatic term recognition

task. Here, we describe the adhoc retrieval and cross

lingual retrieval tasks. The target database for in-

1In the IREX contest, we participated in the named entity

and information retrieval tasks [1] [2].



formation retrieval included 330,000 documents ex-

tracted from the NACSIS academic conference paper

database. It is referred to as the NACSIS test col-

lection. More than half of the documents consisted

of pairs of Japanese and English documents. Adhoc

retrieval is when the system retrieves the documents

from this database that satisfy the condition of a

Japanese query. Cross lingual retrieval is when the

system retrieves the documents from the database

that satisfy the condition of a Japanese query when

all the Japanese data have been eliminated and there

is only English data.

Our method for information retrieval uses Robert-

son's 2-poisson model [3] which is one kind of proba-

blistic approach. This method achieved a compara-

tively high score in TREC. In the following sections,

we describe adhoc retrieval and cross lingual retrieval

tasks.

2 Adhoc Retrieval

2.1 Outline

The database used in the NTCIR contest includes

about 330,000 documents extracted from the NAC-

SIS academic conference paper database. In the ad-

hoc retrieval task, the system retrieves the docu-

ments from this database satisfying the condition of

a Japanese query.

An example of a Japanese query is shown in Figure

1. (The data is extracted from the preliminary test

collection.)

In this �gure, the number indicated by \q =" in

\retrieval subject" (ð�øå) means the number of

the queries. In \retrieval request" (ð�Ü�), a phrase

that indicates the information needed is written. In

\retrieval request explanation" (ð�Ü�!g), the

sentences that restrict the information are written.

Key words and category information are also given

in this �gure. In the task, the system receives this

data and outputs a document as shown in Figure 2

as a result of the information retrieval.

In the bibliographical data shown in Figure 2, the

title of the document is indicated by \TITL," the

abstract is indicated by \ABST," and the key words

are indicated by \KYWD." In the actual contest we

submitted the ID number such as gakkai-0000003395.

In the NTCIR, we submit the ID numbers of the 1000

documents for each query. If we submit the results

containing correct documents with a higher rank, we

can obtain a higher precision. The tool \trec eval"

of TREC is used to evaluate the retrieval result. The

tool outputs the two evaluation values of \Average

precision" (the average of the precisions for the recall

values of 0, 0.1, .., and 1.0) and \R-Precision" (the

average of the precisions for the 5, 10, 15, 20, 30,

100, 200, 500, and 1000 documents).

2.2 Outline of Information Retrieval

Our method for information retrieval uses Robert-

son's 2-poisson model which is one of the probablis-

tic approaches. Robertson's method calculates each

document's score in the following equation and out-

puts the documents having high scores as retrieval
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Figure 1: An example of a query



<ACCN>gakkai-0000003395</ACCN>

<TITL TYPE=''kanji''>I�S(L��;#M<#(.��è5:I�S.]�í³+»�&©îR¼�K

èê </TITL>

<TITE TYPE=''alpha''>Drive Control of Line Trace Robot</TITE>

<AUPK TYPE=''kanji''>úo +´ / J' ª� / �· X� / �ü £¿ </AUPK>

<AUPE TYPE=''alpha''>Kasuga,Chie / Isoo,Masayuki / Nomura,Tamiya / Harashima,Fumio</AUPE>

<CONF TYPE=''kanji''>ªí��ÚÙQ�Q�â�Kû�¦ </CONF>

<CNFD>1989. 04. 04 - 1989. 04. 06</CNFD>

<ABST TYPE=''kanji''><ABST.P>»&I�SR(L���Kr
°.;#M<#(R�©'����K(

�I�S.]�í³�¼Ø�K(�)¡�;.©îq2�K¡.o�'/�I�Sðõ(è5��Rõ�

>'+g2L��K�A�]�í³�1��*K(I�S�Iÿ=�&�>����'!¡*©îR3K

�A�]�í³.:*KI�S8.q�J+Ë�K�L�Rk9�q�J+HI��>�]�í³�¼Ø�&

B�I�S�I.�L��K¡(*K©îRÙ¡��]�í³+Ë»��è5��Rõ��HJ!¡��©î

'��� KèêRª%���?EL��GS+H#&!¡ì.�L�ð�R��� </ABST.P></ABST>

<KYWD TYPE=''kanji''>;#M<#( // ��è5 // r
° // CCD�S� </KYWD>

<KYWE TYPE=''alpha''>Robot vehicle // Drive Control // Autonomous // CCD Sensor</KYWE>

<SOCN TYPE=''kanji''>ÚÙQ� </SOCN>

<SOCE TYPE=''alpha''>The Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan</SOCE>

Figure 2: An example of the retrieval result



results:
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where terms occur in queries. TF is the frequency of

the term in the document, DF is the number of the

documents where the term occurs, N is the number

of all the documents, length is the number of the

characters in the document, � is the average of the

lengths of all the documents, and kt is a constant

which is set by experiments.

This equation uses a complicated TF numerical

term such as TF
length

�
+TF

. The reason is as follows:

Even if the value of TF is G, the value of the numer-

ical term is at most 1. So all the terms are evaluated

uniformly.

2.3 How to extract terms

This section describes how to extract terms. With

regard to term extraction we considered several meth-

ods, as listed below:

1. A method using only the shortest terms

This is the simplest method. The method di-

vides the query sentence into short terms by us-

ing the morphological analyzer \juman" [4] and

eliminates stop words. The remaining words

are used in retrieval.

2. A method using all term patterns

In the �rst method the terms are too small. For

example, \private" and \enterprise" are used

instead of \private enterprise." We thought

that we should use \private enterprise" in ad-

dition to the two shorter terms. Therefore, we

decided to use both short and long terms. We

call this method \the method using all term

patterns." For example, when \Japanese pri-

vate enterprise" is input, we use \Japanese,"

\private," \enterprise," \Japanese private," \pri-

vate enterprise," and \Japanese private enter-

prise" as terms for information retrieval.

Next, let's see how to use extracted terms in Eq

(1).

Query term frequency is used as in the following

equation by Robertson:

Score =
X

all terms

0
BB@ TF
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�
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? log
N

DF

?
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TFq + kq

�
(2)

where TFq is the frequency of the term in the query,

and kq is a constant which is set by experiments.

Similarly, we can also use IDF in the query, and

we made the following equation.

Score =
X

all terms

0
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? log
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where Nq is the number of all the queries and DFq

is the number of the queries where the term occurs.

The terms which occur in more queries are more



likely to be stop words such as \documents" and

\thing." We can decrease the score of stop words

by using log
Nq

DFq
.

2.4 Query expansion by synonyms

The dictionary used in query expansion was made

from the database of NACSIS test collection. The

procedure has the following steps:

1. We extract pairs of English and Japanese key

words from documents in the database.

2. We treat the Japanese key words which have

the same English key words of a certain Japanese

key word as the synonyms of the Japanese key

word.

We expand terms in a query by using this dic-

tionary, and we connect the synonyms of a certain

term into one group by using the symbol of \or,"

and suppose that the a set of synonyms occurs if

one of them occurs. Synonyms are less reliable than

normal terms, and are weighted by 0.5.

2.5 The method of human term extraction

In this work, we used human term extraction in ad-

dition to automatic-term extraction. The procedure

of human-term extraction proceeds as follows:

1. We extract all patterns of terms by using \the

method using all the term patterns."

2. We make a table that includes each term, its

IDF value, and its synonyms.

3. Wemake a table that shows the results of mean-

ing sort [5] independently of 2. (Meaning sort

sorts words by their meaning.) The elimina-

tion of stop words is easily done by grouping

the terms by meaning sort. (An example of

meaning sort is shown in Figure 3.)

4. We make a term list used in information re-

trieval by using the tables made in 2 and 3.

Here, we eliminate terms whose IDF value is

high but not e�ective, and add new terms which

are written in the synonym table and are e�ec-

tive.

The information retrieval is done by using Eq (1)

with the terms extracted by these methods.

2.6 Experimental Results

We submitted 11 systems in the adhoc retrieval

task of the NTCIR contest. The results are shown

in Table 1. In the table, \auto" means automatic re-

trieval, \interact" means retrieval by hands, \short"

means short query, and \long" means long query.

The columns of length, IDFq, and \Query expan-

sion" indicate these functions are used or not. Sys-

tem D is a tune-up version of System C. All the sys-

tems use the method with all the term patterns.

By examining the results, we obtained the follow-

ing information:

� Because System A is higher than System B,

which uses query expansion, query expansion

is e�ective.



[LOCATION] �� (limit), ���¡ (sender)

[QUANTITY] >K! (multi), ]� (rate), '��Ó�L�( (data transfer rate), L�( (rate), Ó�

L�( (transfer rate), �Õ (multiple)

[TIME etc.] C�(�@ (cast environment), >K!C�(�@ (multicast environmen), �@

(environment), ãí (past)

[RELATION] ¼�� (receiver), ��� (sender), '�� (data), ¼�'�� (received data), �Õ'�

� (multiple data), �. (interaction), ³ê (existence), '��W� (data quality), W

� (quality), ±# (manual), ���±# (sender manual)

[Action] Öû (voice), '��Ó�L�(è5±ê (data transfer rate control method), L�(è

5±ê (rate control method),è5±ê (control method), Ó�L�(è5±ê (transfer

rate control method), C�(�� (cast communication), >K!C�(�� (mul-

ticast communication), �� (communication), �� (send), ¼� (receive), A'��

(media),#� (motion image),¯J (take),C�( (cast),'��Ó�L�(è5 (data

transfer rate control),'��W�è5 (data quality control),5M�è5 (ow control),

L�(è5 (rate control), è5 (control), Ó�L�(è5 (transfer rate control), W�

è5 (quality control), �� (treatment), '��Ó� (data transfer), Ó� (transfer)

[UNKNOWN] QOS (QOS), '��L�( (data rate), 5M� (ow), >K!C�( (multicast), >

K!A'�� (multimedia) >K!A'��'�� (multimedia data), A'��'��

(media data), ¯cì (relationship), ¯J�� (treatment), ¼�'��L�( (received

data rate)

Figure 3: An example of meaning sort



Table 1: Results of adhoc retrieval

auto or Query TF length TFq IDFq Query Average precision R-Precision

interact Type kt kt ExpansionA-judge B-judge A-judgeB-judge

System A auto short 0 | 0 no no 0.2290 0.2402 0.2419 0.2481

System B auto short 0 | 0 no yes 0.2404 0.2492 0.2490 0.2602

System C auto short 1 no 0 no no 0.2571 0.2646 0.2707 0.2761

System D auto short 1 no 0 no no 0.2575 0.2654 0.2699 0.2753

System E auto short 1 yes 0 no no 0.2584 0.2675 0.2763 0.2910

System F auto short 1 yes 0 yes no 0.2627 0.2732 0.2872 0.3040

System G auto long 0 | 0 no no 0.3337 0.3575 0.3310 0.3665

System H auto long 0 | G no no 0.3716 0.4075 0.3815 0.4122

System I auto long 1 no G yes no 0.3917 0.4323 0.3905 0.4354

System J interact long 0 | 0 no no 0.3479 0.3922 0.3775 0.4160

System Kinteract long 1 no 0 no no 0.3889 0.4404 0.3956 0.4404

Table 2: Additional experimental results

auto or Query TF length TFq IDFq Query Average precision R-Precision

interact Type kt kt Expansion A-judge B-judge A-judge B-judge

auto long 1 yes G yes no 0.4182 0.4585 0.4246 0.4672

� When Systems A, D, and E are compared, we

can see that Robertson' method is more precise

and this is also true for Systems H and I.

� The comparison of Systems C and F indicates

that the IDF numerical term is e�ective.

� kq = G has higher precision than kq = 0 in

long query retrieval.

� We extracted terms by hand in System J and

K. They did not have the exceptionally higher

precision than automatic retrieval systems. Re-

trieval by hand greatly increases the human

cost and was found to be ine�ective.

2.7 Additional experiments

We carried out additional experiments after the

NTCIR contest. The result is shown in Table 2. Af-

ter the contest, we noticed that the method using all

term patterns was not e�ective and the method using

only the shortest terms was e�ective. So the experi-

ments in Table 2 use the method which uses only the

shortest terms. The result is about 0.02 higher than

System I.



<ACCN>gakkai-0000003395</ACCN>

<TITE TYPE=''alpha''>Drive Control of Line Trace Robot</TITE>

<AUPE TYPE=''alpha''>Kasuga,Chie / Isoo,Masayuki / Nomura,Tamiya / Harashima,Fumio</AUPE>

<CNFD>1989. 04. 04 - 1989. 04. 06</CNFD>

<KYWE TYPE=''alpha''>Robot vehicle // Drive Control // Autonomous // CCD Sensor</KYWE>

<SOCE TYPE=''alpha''>The Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan</SOCE>

<ACCN>gakkai-0000010478</ACCN>

<TITE TYPE="alpha">An Visual image processing system for an autonomous vehicle</TITE>

<AUPE TYPE="alpha">Ozaki,Tohru /Ohzora,Mayumi / Hiratsuka,Yoshitaka</AUPE>

<CNFE TYPE="alpha">The Special Interest Group Notes of IPSJ</CNFE>

<CNFD>1990. 11. 22</CNFD>

<ABSE TYPE="alpha"><ABSE.P>We have

developed a high speed image processing system for an autonomous

vehicle PVS,Personal Vehicle System.The goal of PVS was to be able to

run autonomously,detecting white lines and obstacles on a road

including straightsections,curves,and

intersections.</ABSE.P><ABSE.P>A video-rate image processing system

was developed and utilized in order to realize high-speed image

processing.Position data for white lines and for obstacles is

obtained at every 30 milliseconds.</ABSE.P><ABSE.P>Exactly,the PVS

was able to run autonomously at 60 km, h on straight sections,at 15

km/h on curves,and at 5 km/h through intersections in our testing

ground.</ABSE.P></ABSE>

<KYWETYPE="alpha">autonomous vehicle // image processing // white line detection //

obstacle detection // stereo images</KYWE>

<SOCE TYPE="alpha">Information Processing Society of Japan</SOCE>

Figure 4: Examples of the retrieval result



3 Cross lingual retrieval

3.1 Outline

The database used in cross lingual retrieval is the

database which eliminates the Japanese data and

only includes English data. English information can

be retrieved by a Japanese query. Examples of re-

trieval results are shown in Figure 4. Queries are

equal to those in adhoc retrieval.

3.2 How to retrieve

In cross lingual retrieval, queries and documents

can be translated by machine translation systems. In

our system, we translated the queries. Our cross lin-

gual retrieval is performed by using the same method

as adhoc retrieval without using translation.

In our system we translate Japanese terms into

English terms by using a word translation dictionary.

We use the following two methods for Japanese term

extraction.

1. juman only

We divide a query into words by the morpho-

logical analyzer \juman" and eliminate stop

words.

2. all the patterns

We obtain Japanese terms by using \the method

using all term patterns" described in Section

2.3.

We used the following two dictionaries for transla-

tion into English.

1. EDR Japanese-English Bilingual Dictionary [6].

2. A Japanese-English bilingual dictionary made

from pairs of English and Japanese key words

in the database of the NACSIS test collection.

This dictionary is made by treating the En-

glish key words of a certain Japanese key word

as the English translation of the Japanese key

word. However, because this method uses the

Japanese data from the NACSIS test collec-

tion, it may not satisfy the condition of cross

lingual retrieval.

When a Japanese word has several equivalents in

English, we use all the equivalents as in query ex-

pansion in Section 2.4.

3.3 Experimental results

We submitted three systems in cross lingual task

of NTCIR. The result is shown in Table 3.

In this table, \extract termmethod" indicates whether

the system uses the method of \juman only" or the

method of \all the patterns." And \dictionary" in-

dicates whether the system uses the EDR dictionary

or the dictionary made from the NACSIS database.

In the case of \juman only", we set the parameters

in eq (1) and (2) as kt = 0, kq = 0, and do not use

IDFq and query expansion. In the case of \all the

patterns", we set the parameters in eqs (1) and (2)

as kt = 1, kq = 0, and do not use IDFq and query

expansion.

We can obtain the following information from the



Table 3: Result in cross lingual retrieval task

auto or query extract dictionary Average precision R-Precision

interact type term method A-judge B-judge A-judge B-judge

System L auto short juman only NACSIS 0.0940 0.0965 0.0908 0.1043

System M auto short juman only EDR 0.0403 0.0533 0.0583 0.0704

System N auto short all the patterns EDR 0.0507 0.0543 0.0559 0.0695

table.

1. The dictionary made from the database of NAC-

SIS obtained a higher precision rate than the

EDR dictionary. However, this method has

problems using Japanese data of the NACSIS

test collection.

2. We conducted two experiments with the EDR

dictionary: \juman only" and \all the patterns."

And \all the patterns" was more precise than

\juman only."

4 Conclusion

This paper described our systems based on Robert-

son's 2-poisson model, which is one type of probab-

listic approach. We believe that the test collection

made in this contest is very valuable. In the future

we would like to study the systems designed by the

other teams to further our research in the area of

information retrieval.
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